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What is art ?
Even in the prehistory humanity was already painting and drawing. It is the the 
product of creative human expressions for example:painting, drawing, 
photography, sculpture, theater, music and singing, dance, architecture, and 
poetry. The main subject of this presentation will be the art of drawing and painting 



Perspective 
Right now a lot of people know how to draw with perspective. Long ago artists didn’t know how to 
represent the concept of space in their paintings. In prehistory people drew a number of objects without a 
reference to their surroundings so there was no need to be considering any form of perspective.   



Perspective
Just before the renaissance, in religious paintings, the most important subject was usually painted the 
biggest, and perspective was not important yet, either.  Later on in the early renaissance artists started to 
make paintings of buildings and cities with people in them so the need arose to paint a more realistic 
representation of the subject. Although it took several hundreds of years to get perspective always right 
the renaissance was the period  in which perspective was developed correctly. Between the 14th and the 
15th century perspective was discovered slowly by some artists.     



Perspective 
At some point in the late 19th / early 20th century, some painters started to lose their interest in 
perspective and didn’t use perspective or did it wrong on purpose for example Picasso 



perspective
If you want to use perspective, here is how it works

First you draw the top view
of an object then you draw 
a horizon and vanishing points 
then you draw the vertical  
line closest to you, you 
connect this line and the 
vanishing point and then 
you can draw the other 
verticals.  



Shadow and light  
Light and shadow gives the picture depth and livelynes.

Every part of the floor and
the ball which is not
touched by the sunlight 
or light is in shadow.    



When is something beautiful? 
Right now paintings can be beautiful if they have beautiful colors, shapes or a 
interesting concept in it, but until the beginning of the 20th century paintings were 
considered beautiful if they were a correct replica from reality. Some now very 
famous paintings were considered very ugly in their time. 



Types of drawings 
End 19th century people began to draw non-realistic paintings, for example 
because they wanted to express their feelings, rather than to make a exact copy of 
reality. This movement was called expressionism. Or they just wanted to make 
paintings in another way, such as pointillist paintings. Pointillist paintings were 
normal paintings but made by only dots. Another movement was abstractionism 
these paintings were paintings in which you could not recognize any object  



how to use drawing tools
Pencil: Just draw lines, make sure it is erasable and to make shadow draw a line 
and rub it with your fingers

Brush: Just paint lines and to make shadow you have to make very carefully 
zigzag with a little of paint 

Painting knife: This is used to spread out the paint 



Thanks for listening


